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Commonwealth / Australian National / Great Southern
Railways’ PTTs
Victor Isaacs

T

HE

TRANS-AUSTRALIAN

Railway Timetable Description
of Route and General
Information of 28 March 1918 is a
remarkable document. I do not know if
this was the first timetable of the Trans
Australian line. (It opened in October
1917 when attention was focussed on
the War effort). This timetable was
republished a few years ago (possibly
by the ARHS NSW).
The 1918 Time Table comprises eight
pages, which fold out to a huge 16 x
8.5 inches. The cover (yellow paper)
was mainly advertisements; page 2
map of Trans-Australian railway and
Time Table (including a four hour
connection in Port Augusta eastbound,
and 7 hours, 20 minutes connection in
Kalgoorlie westbound); page 3 “The
Region Traversed” description
including photographs; page 4
“Animal and Bird Life”; “Water”,
“The Train Service’ and “Climate”;
page 5 “Passengers” i.e. fares,
“Availability of tickets”, “Break of
Journey in Kalgoorlie”, “Sleeping
Cars” (compulsory for everyone),
“Dining Cars” and “Luggage”; page 6,
more information re parcels and
luggage; page 7, “Apples, Pears and
Quinces” (don’t try to bring them into
WA!) and “Telegrams and Press
News” (brief summaries of
telegraphed news made available in
the Lounge Car); page 8 “Map
Shewing Connections between Capital
Cities via Trans-Australian Railway”.
I do not know how long this type of
pamphlet lasted but it was re-issued at
least once in 1923. At least 80
timetables for the Trans Australia
Railway were issued between 1918
and 1972, most seem to have been of
the above design – one private
collector has a near-complete set. I
have not seen any other TransAustralian Railway timetable until
1973. This was a simple pamphlet
with timetables headed “Brisbane to
Perth” and “Perth to Brisbane”
showing the main stations en route,
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plus connections at each end. On the
other side was a fares table and
general travel information. I think
these fold-out pamphlet timetables
lasted until Commonwealth Railways
became Australian National Railways
in 1975.
As far as I am aware, there was never
a separate timetable issued for the
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Central Australia Railway, rather this
was included in the South Australian
Railways’ Public Timetables. [As far
as I can see, about 30 were issued by
CR up to the early 1970s]
As far as I am aware, the only
timetables issued for the North
Australia Railway were poor quality

duplicated single sheets.
After the rural lines of the South
Australian Railways were merged into
the Australian National Railways
(formerly Commonwealth Railways)
in 1978, the new entity issued small
booklet timetables, 10 x 20 cm,
showing the Ghan, Overland, Trans-
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Australian Indian Pacific Alice
(Sydney to Alice Springs) and SA
country services. I am aware of issues
dated 1 March 1984, 27 May 1984, 1
March 1985, April 1986, and February
1987.
A very pleasant feature of
Commonwealth Railways was the
issue to passengers of very detailed

timetables, in effect Working
Timetables for the public. (Well there
wasn’t much else to do crossing the
desert except to look out for the
various sidings.) This practice was
continued by Australian National
Railways and Great Southern
Railways, until GSR discontinued it a
few years ago.
————————-
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SOUTH AUSTRALIA
South Australian Railway timetables
were published in that colony’s
Government Gazette, but, as far as I
can ascertain, only in 1856 and from
1870 until 1879, and only for
amendments to timetables and
timetables of newly opened lines – that
is, there was never a complete SA
timetable published in the Gazette. SA
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Government Gazettes can be accessed
HERE
Between at least 1872 and 1877 SAR
timetables were published in the
annual privately-published Adelaide
Almanac and Directory of South
Australia.
I covered the publishing history of
SAR PTTs 1923 to 1977 in detail in
The Times no. 267 of June 2006,
pages 8 to 23.
Comment on this article – Letter to the
Editor, Facebook
Return to Contents Page
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A different type of Picture Train
Ross Morrison

R

EGARDING THE FOLLOW-UP

on the picture trains, I came
across these articles of a
Picture Train with a difference from
the Poverty Bay Herald on New
Zealand’s Papers Past. Don’t know if
they are of interest. If not, you might
get a laugh out of the paragraphs I’ve
highlighted.
Poverty Bay Herald page 3 October 27
1934: SPECIAL TRAIN
GISBORNE PICTURE PATRONS
For the first time in the history of the
Gisborne picture theatre business, a
special train has been chartered to
convey country patrons to a Gisborne
Theatre.
Mr. R. J. Kerridge realises that many
country residents do not often have the
opportunity of visiting Gisborne at the
time that a particularly fine production
is being screened. On November 6
George Arliss in “The House of
Rothschild” will be showing at the
Regent.
This picture has created tremendous
interest wherever it has been shown in
New Zealand, and Mr. Kerridge
considered that many country people
will appreciate the train facilities
provided to enable them to have a
splendid evening’s entertainment.
The train will leave Matawai at 5.10
p.m. and will reach Gisborne before 8
p.m.. returning after the performance.
The cost has been fixed at a very low
figure—the train fare and admission to
the Regent will be only 2s 6d.
Poverty Bay Herald page 3 November
7 1934: A HAPPY VENTURE,
REGENT PICTURE TRAIN
GRATIFYING SUPPORT
The venture of the Regent Theatre
management in arranging for a special
train to permit country patrons to see
the outstanding film, ‘‘The House of
Rothschild,” proved last flight to be a
happy inspiration.
This was the first occasion on which
such facilities had been made available
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to country residents, and the success of
the idea is indicated by the fact that 13
carriages which comprised the train on
its arrival in Gisborne were packed to
capacity.
Four carriages were well filled when
the train left Motuhora early in the
evening, and there were over 200
patrons on the train when it left
Rakauroa. Seven more carriages were
added at Waikohu, and two more at Te
Karaka.
By special arrangement, the train
stopped wherever patrons were
waiting, and the train staff gave every
assistance to the passengers, as usual.
Most of those who took advantage of
the special train facilities began to
enjoy themselves as soon as they
stepped aboard the train, and
community singing and other forms of
amusement whiled away the travelling
time in agreeable fashion.
Even the loss of the lighting mechanic,
whose duty it was to tend the lights on
the train, and who was unfortunate
enough to be left on the track at one of
the many stops, did not damp the
enjoyment of the picture crowd.
When the train reached Gisborne,
several hundred patrons from the
country helped to swell the audience at
the Regent, and found the
entertainment furnished by the film
and its supports well worth the trouble
they had taken to see it.
After the screening of the feature film,
Mr. W. Keany, on behalf of the
Regent management, expressed thanks
to the country residents for their
patronage, and to the train staff for its
cooperation in the venture, which, he
remarked, had proved an outstanding
success.
Poverty Bay Herald page 3 March 28
1935: ANOTHER PICTURE
TRAIN FROM MOTUHORA
NEXT WEDNESDAY
To comply with the request of a
number of Waikohu County residents

for a picture train for the Australian
comedy "Grandad Rudd," Mr. R. J.
Kerridge has chartered a specialtrain, for Wednesday next, April 3.
Profiting by the experience gained in
running the train for "The House of
Rothschild, arrangements have been
made to speed up the return journey
so that Motu passengers will arrive
home not later than 1 a.m.
To do this it has been found
necessary to start the train an hour
earlier and it will leave Motuhora at
4 p.m., arriving in Gisborne at 6.40
p.m.
The programme will commence at 7
p.m., and the return train will leave
Gisborne at 9.45 p.m. To save time,
"Grandad Rudd" will be screened at
the Opera House, as it is the nearest
theatre to the station.
Work has already commenced in
preparing the train, special attention
being given to the lighting
arrangements. As previously, the
price of admission, including the
return train trip, will be 2s 6d, which
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will admit a passenger to the Opera
House, Regent or Majestic.
It is anticipated that a large crowd will
avail themselves of the opportunity of
a trip to town and a most enjoyable
evening's entertainment.
Poverty Bay Herald page 3 February 6
1936: POPULAR PICTURE TRAIN
350 PASSENGERS CARRIED TO
REGENT THEATRE SHOW
The Regent Theatre picture train last
night was again well patronised, an
indication that there is no falling off in
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the interest taken in the country
districts in the enterprising move made
by the management of the theatre for
its outstanding attractions.
In all, 350 passengers were carried in
seven carriages, and the trip from
Motuhora was made in just over 2½
hours. The new engine kept the train
moving smartly throughout and was
never behind schedule, arriving at
Gisborne at about 6.30 p.m.
The picture for the occasion was

"Broadway Melody of 1936", a different
type of production from that presented
to picture train audiences in the past,
and it was greatly enjoyed. The
programme commenced at 7 o'clock,
and concluded at 9.15 p.m.
The train left on its return half an hour
after the audience came out and made
the journey back in good time.
Comment on this article – Letter to the
Editor, Facebook
Return to Contents Page
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School Buses
James T Wells

C

LICK ON TRANSDEV’S
NSW website: and then select
school bus timetables and you’ll
find a list of over 200 pdfs for services
in the Upper North Shore, South and
South West of Sydney.

The school bus service is big business
indeed.
Open a PDF and you’ll find, for large
schools, a one or two page listing of
services; inbound (morning) and out
(afternoon). For small schools,
typically public (primary) schools, the
listing may simply be of regular
ordinary services that have a stop at or
near the school.
The school selected to illustrate the
service is an unusual one. Ku-ring-gai
Creative High School seems to have a
larger than usual “catchment” area,
and is located on an “urban
peninsular”. This is a reflection of
Sydney’s geography with some
suburbs stretching along high ridge
lines off a spine.
The school is located at the far end of
Bobbin Head Rd. in the suburb of
North Turramurra. It is 3.5 km from
the nearest main road crossing.
Relevant to the use of buses is that not
many people live close to the school,
so there would be high reliance on
buses and cars to get the kids to and
from.
The 577 Bobbin Head road regular bus
service to Turramurra station has long
headways, typically hourly during the
day, but twice hourly in the evenings.
There is also a peak hours only route
594 service to/from the City.
Clicking on the button for the school
PDF discloses eleven morning
services, and ten afternoon ones. For
the morning list, two of the entries
simply refer to route 577 mentioned
above.
The first entry is shown here and is
really quite astonishing. Should school
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9096
9021
9029
9079
9019
9045
9074
9076
9067

15:35
15:38
15:38
15:50
15:42
15:55
15:50
15:50
16:00

Turramurra Station
Hornsby Heights
Hornsby Station
Berowra
Hornsby Station
Mt Colah
Mt Colah
Berowra
Hornsby Station

kids be expected to travel on a bus for
well over an hour each way?
Is this a timetable or a driver’s run
sheet? Only two intermediate times are
shown, nor where pick-up points are.
These would be flexible depending on
need and presumably bus stops are
used in shopping centres etc.
Also, in all the morning schedules
there is no reference to express or last
stop running. This is not the case for
the afternoon ones.
Berowra is on the “peninsular” to the
west of the Bobbin Head one so the
journey is quite indirect. The school
mentioned is only about 400m from
the Pacific Highway. Does the bus go
directly to the highway? No, it goes
north for about two kilometres to
Elizabeth St. and then doubles back
via a route to the east of Berowra
Waters Rd. with an out and back
transverse of Gully Rd. – all this takes
over twenty minutes.
It then follows the highway basically
to Hornsby station east side (George
St.) but presumably doesn’t stop there.
The route then is fairly direct except
for a left turn out of Eastern Rd.,
Wahroonga onto Kintore St. to gain
Burns Rd. via Westbrook St. – three
turns instead of one.
For about 12 km the route parallels a
reasonable peak hour railway service
with uncrowded trains – Berowra to
Hornsby. Why not take advantage of
this? It should be noted, though, that
Transdev’s depot for the area is at Mt
Ku-ring-gai, not that far from Berowra

X Spurwood Rd.
X Waitara Public
X
X Asquith St
X
X Waitara Public
X Hornsby St.
X Mt Colah
Via Nth W’roonga

so there would be little empty running.
A further point is that schools share
services. The 8010 is also used by
Asquith Boys and Asquith Girls High
School students – not mentioned
below.
But wait, there’s more. The third
service in the list —No. 8030—also
starts in Berowra, but in Crowley Rd.,
south of Berowra Waters Rd. and
loops around in the southern area just
to the west of the Highway which is
joined at Yallambee Rd. Despite
starting 18 minutes later than the 8010
service it arrives at the school only 2
minutes later. This is surprising as it
does a Mt Colah loop to Oxley drive.
Let’s look at the remaining morning
ones.
The 596 from Hornsby Heights at 7:48
am and 8:00 am are not dedicated
school services – students transfer to
the 8005 at Hornsby station with a 19
or 15 minute wait. The 8056 is also
from Hornsby Heights (7:55 am) and
runs to the school.
The 8006 starts at Wahroonga station
at 8:06 am and loops up through North
Wahroonga to arrive at the school at
8:44 am.
The 8005 starts at Mt Ku-ring-gai
Station at 8:07 and does the Parklands
loop at Mt Colah to arrive at Hornsby
Station at 8:31 before proceeding to
the school.
The 8057 starts at Hornsby two
minutes earlier but arrives at the
school 4 minutes later despite
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latter school there is no information on
how the buses turn around; this is
presumably left to the discretion of
drivers
depending
on
traffic
conditions. All they can do is go
around the block.
The situation with Transdev seems to
be typical of other private operators.
Forest Coach Lines serves the Frenchs
Forest – Terrey Hills area of the
northern suburbs with about forty
schools listed.
The snippet off their website for
Barker shown at left is interesting in
that it lists regular services to Gordon
with no reference to the five stop
railway journey necessary to reach the
school at Waitara.

following the same route. It
presumably is the ‘local’ service, the
8005 running express. This is not spelt
out.
An apparent omission is any service
from the St Ives area or from south of
Burns Rd. in Turramurra. The former
is understandable as not being in the
catchment area; the latter not so as the
catchment area extends south of the
Pacific Highway.
So there are, not counting the 577s, six
buses arriving at the school between
8:44 and 8:50 am. They presumably
turn around using the rather small
turning loop right outside the school
but it’s probable that some congestion
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occurs.
At the top of page 13, is a list of the
afternoon services (X = Express).
Also mentioned in Transdev’s table is
a solitary 577 service at 15:47 from
Rank 5. Each departure is assigned a
Rank (Stop) number.
Of note is that there are nine specific
school services compared to only six
in the morning. The pattern is also
very different. For example, afternoon
service 9096 has no morning
equivalent, but the route of the 577
comes into play here.
The ranks don’t appear to be marked
along Bobbin Head Rd. as they are
outside Killara High School. For the

The one operator that doesn’t seem to
provide information this way is the
State Transit Authority, the large
operator of Sydney Buses serving
mainly suburbs in the Eastern part of
the metro area, both north and south of
the harbour, as well as the Inner west
and Ryde areas.
Geoff Lambert had an article in the
September 2015 edition of “The
Times” surveying Sydney Buses
school services using mainly GTFS
feeds as a data source. The article
using small print required four pages
to list nearly 800 services.
The Authority has since lost some of
its Inner West services to a private
operator.
Comment on this article – Letter to the
Editor, Facebook
Return to Contents Page
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Special Trains (not)

I

N SEPTEMBER 2019, Victor
Isaacs asked the “Gnomes of
Dulwich” (The G’s—see The
Times of June 2019), the following
“fundamental” questions:

If I, as a train operating company,
wish to run a special train, do I apply
to my local infrastructure controller,
or to the main infrastructure
controller concerned, and then that
infrastructure controller liaises with
the other infrastructure controllers I
will be running my train over; OR do
I have to apply separately to all the
infrastructure controllers involved
and they liaise among themselves?
Presumably I am then billed
separately by all the infrastructure
controllers that I run my train over.
One of the G’s replied as follows:
Yes, running trains, is what we TRY to
do. The person running the train
needs, first of all, an access agreement
with whichever track owner. The way
most operate is under someone else’s
accreditation. SSR run for Cruise
Express. We ran a train from Sydney
Terminal to Goulburn on Saturday in
relation to a fund raising for “Beyond
Blue” (Very successful also) – SSR
provided the loco power but the train
was run under Lachlan Valley
accreditation. If you were to hire a
train you get the accredited operator
to organise pathing and access.
It is fairly tedious but as mentioned
elsewhere each of the track owners
have their operation principles
published or are readily available.
Cruise Express use Seymour and this
current train Transport Heritage NSW
on their behalf.
The same basics are used to run
freight, Fletchers own their train and
run it under SSR accreditation.
Centennial are accredited and use SSR
to haul but technically the train is
running as a SSR train.

Tuesday 24 September the first train
will operate from Port Botany to the
Moorebank IMEX terminal. Am not
sure if it's a 'revenue' service or a
'show' train for the VIPs and photo
opportunities.
Subsequently, ARTC issued the above
TAA for the opening of the new
Moorebank Intermodal terminal.
A G then provided the following info.
From the Horses keyboard: I am
“working” the special on Tuesday and
have helped organise the paths etc.
Don’t ask me why they won’t let the
passenger train go into the terminal
but I expect the Risk Assessment didn’t
come up too fancy.
I am Head Conductor and we will take
the VIPs from Sydney Terminal to
Glenfield platform where they will be
transported over to the terminal, we
then head for ‘Thrillmere’. ScoMo was
supposed to be my special guest but he
has opted to go visit his mate in
Washington.
The train will consist of our GMs, our
recently reactivated BS (know as EBS
because ASA couldn’t find a BS in
their records to implement the
grandfather clause) a BCS and PFZ –
hauled by 4001 and 4201. My Son-in-

Law will be driving along with one of
Eveleigh’s Finest.
There would have been—
presumably—an NSW Trains STN for
this—but nobody appears to have
snaffled one. Another G then made the
following comment:
As usual it is relatively easy to find out
what is happening on the ARTC
network but not within the secret
society that is TfNSW. My guess is that
the chartered train for the pollies and
the media will arrive at Glenfield
behind the T8 line suburban train that
is due to arrive at Macarthur at 10.47.
This would place the special at
Glenfield between the 10.26 and the
10.41 suburban departures. The gap
between Southern Highlands trains
leaving Campbelltown is quite large
with the 9.53 long gone and the 11.20
following way behind the special. Am I
somewhere near the mark or can you
“neither confirm nor deny” the train
timing?
Ultimately, I heard this from another
G:
Hold your thoughts Geoff, the
“Special” train has been
CANCELLED, no reasons given.
Rumour says “Political”.
SO THAT WAS THAT
Comment on this article –
Letter to the Editor, Facebook
Return to Contents Page

My two heads hurt.
Then we heard the following from one
of the many other Gnomes.
For those who are interested, I have it
on reliable information that on
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